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The Land of Dimensions
Richard Marshalla
Upon entering a meditational state
The stars in the sky
The rainbow colored grass
Dancing planets
And prancing moons
Far removed from everything
Yet so close and familiar
Frozen desserts made of  liquid light
Cascading crystal trees
The laughing gnomes pop out of  the rabbit holes
Glowing pyramids
And symmetrical geometrical shapes
All balanced within the third eye
Floating up into the sky
Tasting the colors of  sugary galaxies
The soothing indigo music tones
Reverberated from an instrument beyond time
In this astral plain
The answers seem so obvious
The voice of  infinity dissolves me
And I become one with the universe
I see everything
I am connected
The equilibrium is discovered
Balance is right
The barriers are broken
All illusion has evaporated
I am free
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